Radioresponsiveness, sublethal damage repair and stem cell rate in spheroids from three human tumor lines: comparison with xenograft data.
Dose-control curves after fractionated irradiation were generated for small oxic spheroids from the two human glioma cell lines, U87 and A7, as well as the squamous cell carcinoma line FaDu. These data were fitted by the linear quadratic model assuming Poisson statistics. The alpha/beta values of A7, U87, and FaDu spheroids, respectively were 10.3 (8.1-12.9) Gy, 17.8 (15.1-21.1) Gy, and 37.9 (29.1-51.5) Gy. These data were compared with those previously published by Suit et al. (31) and Zietman et al. (40) for 6 mm xenografts of U87 and FaDu after fractionated irradiation and for A7 after single dose irradiation under clamped conditions. A good agreement in the alpha/beta values was observed for U87 and Fadu xenografts and spheroids assuming an oxygen enhancement ratio (OER) of 2.7. In addition, the ranking according to the single doses needed to control 50% of the tumors agreed for xenografts and spheroids from the three cell lines. U87 was the most resistant line in both model systems, followed by A7 and FaDu. However, the absolute values of alpha and beta, obtained from the direct fit to the dose-control data were only about half as high for U87 and FaDu xenografts than for the spheroids. Monte Carlo simulations showed that this discrepancy can be explained by a greater tumor heterogeneity of the xenografts. While the number of critical stem cells or spheroid rescuing units equaled the number of cells per spheroid for the three cell lines, the percentage of tumor rescuing units for Fadu and U87 xenografts was estimated to be below 1%. In a next step, survival curves were generated for exponentially growing cells of the three lines. A7 cells were significantly more radioresistant when plated on tissue plastic than in soft agar. Using the most resistance-promoting colony assay conditions for each cell line, a good agreement was observed for the alpha and SF2Gy values calculated from the colony and spheroid control data. This study shows that the spheroid model can quantitatively predict the repair capacity of sublethal damage as well as the rank order of radiation sensitivity of in vivo tumors.